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About this guide
Background
The obligation to manage and monitor merchant and third-party agent relationships has been a long 
standing member responsibility. The Visa Europe Operating Regulations place responsibility for merchant 
and agent oversight and any losses caused by either entity squarely with the acquirer. 

Introduction
Today’s acquirers need to be aware of the reputational risks and potential damage that can occur 
to the Visa Europe payment system when they enter into an agreement with merchants whose 
activities or business model have a higher than average propensity to result in excessive disputes from 
cardholders. Also, acquirers must protect themselves and the payment system from merchants that 
are associated with illegal activities and other brand damaging transactions which can have a negative 
impact on an acquirer’s reputation and bottom line.

Effective 1 June 2011, Visa Europe acquirers must under the Visa Global Brand Protection Programme (GBPP) 
implement and demonstrate they have adequate controls to ensure that their merchants do not process 
transactions that are illegal and/or may adversely affect the goodwill of the Visa Europe system.

The Visa Global Brand Protection Programme Guide for acquirers provides an overview of the GBPP and 
describes what Visa Europe acquirers can do to effectively control the regulatory, financial, reputation, 
brand and litigation exposures associated with high brand-risk merchants.

Who should use this guide
This guide is intended for use by Visa Europe acquiring members. The information is aimed at 
employees involved in merchant operations such as underwriters, portfolio managers, risk managers 
and investigators, internal staff who manage third-party agents involved in the merchants operations, 
and internal auditors.

To find out more
If you have questions about the Visa Global Brand Protection Programme, please contact 
visaeuropecompliance@visa.com.

Important Note
The requirements in this publication are referenced in the Visa Europe Operating Regulations, and have 
the same authority as the Visa Europe Operating Regulations. They are binding upon participants in 
the services referenced. In the event of any inconsistency or contradiction, the Visa Europe Operating 
Regulations govern, unless Visa Europe specifically grants a variance.
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Acquirers that fail to adequately control their operations expose their 
institutions to increased losses, or in extreme cases, possibly business 
failure. This is particularly true for acquirers with card-absent merchants. 
Visa Europe Operating Regulations and requirements support the safety 
and soundness of the payment system by clarifying and reinforcing an 
acquirer’s risk management responsibilities. This section summarises the 
key risk responsibilities for Visa Europe acquirers.

Section 1

Visa Europe acquirer  
risk accountability
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Requirements for all Visa Europe acquirers
All Visa Europe acquirers in the payment system 
must not use the Visa-owned marks:

• In any manner that may bring the Visa-owned marks 
or Visa Europe or its affiliates into disrepute.

• For the sale or purchase of illegal goods or services.

• In relation to, or for the purchase or trade of, 
photographs, video imagery, computer-generated 
images, cartoons, simulation of any other media 
or activities including, but not limited to:
– Child pornography
– Bestiality
– Rape (or any other non-consensual  

sexual behavior)
– Non-consensual mutilation of a person  

or body part.

Consistent with the legal and regulatory 
requirements applicable, an acquirer must, as 
specified by Visa Europe:

• Ensure that its merchant outlets, Internet 
Payment Service Providers (IPSP) or sponsored 
merchants do not process illegal transactions or 
engage in activities including, but not limited to, 
activities listed above.

• Ensure their operations adhere to Visa Europe 
Operating Regulations.

• Cooperate with Visa Europe in the administration 
of the Visa Global Brand Protection Programme, 
including but not limited to the following:
– Provide a copy of the acquirer’s risk policy and 

procedures if requested by Visa Europe
– Ensure the adequacy of the applicable controls 

implemented by merchants or designated 
agents of the member. Visa Europe has the 
right to initiate an on-site review, at the 
member’s expense, to ensure adequacy of the 
risk controls implemented

– Provide Visa Europe with complete and current 
list of all high brand-risk merchants acquired 
(including URLs and any other information 
requested by Visa Europe) in a format agreed 
by both parties.

GBPP – Acquirer risk responsibilities
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Visa Merchant Alert Service (VMAS)
• All acquirers must participate in the Visa 

Merchant Alert Service (VMAS) unless prohibited 
by current domestic legislation.

• Acquirers must comply with the requirements set 
out in the Visa Merchant Alert Service User Guide.

• VMAS is a database of merchants whose contract 
with their acquirer has been terminated ‘for cause’. 

• It is recommended that: 
– Prior to signing a merchant agreement, an 

acquirer may request information about the 
merchant through VMAS. 

• It is mandated that the acquirer must: 
– List complete information for all merchants 

terminated ‘for cause’ on VMAS
– List each merchant by the end of the business 

day following the day when written notification, 
(see Section 2.4.B.3, Visa Europe Operating 
Regulations) was sent to the merchant 

– Retain merchant agreement termination 
information as listed on VMAS, in accordance 
with the Visa Merchant Alert Service User 
Guide; and 

– Provide assistance to an enquiring member 
as to the reasons for listing the merchant. 
See Section 2.4.B.3 Notification, Visa Europe 
Operating Regulations). The acquirer must 
notify the merchant in writing, at the outset of 
the relationship, that if the merchant agreement 
is terminated by Visa Europe or the acquirer 
for cause, that the merchant may be listed on 
VMAS. The acquirer must notify the merchant 
in writing if: 
– The merchant agreement with the acquirer 

has been terminated, and 
– The merchant has been included in VMAS 

• Visa Europe may assess a penalty if the acquirer 
fails to list a merchant on VMAS.
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Summary of acquirer risk responsibilities

Area Acquirers must

Policies Implement policies that include the minimum standards established by Visa 
Europe to mitigate risk to the payment system.

• The policies must be approved by the member’s Board of Directors or an 
appropriate senior oversight committee.

• Be made available to Visa Europe upon request.

Merchant 
underwriting and 
agreements

• Control merchant approval.

• Utilise merchant agreements that meet Visa Europe minimum requirements 
for disclosure and clearly define both acquirer and merchant obligations.

• Ensure that any third party merchant agreements are reviewed and approved 
prior to their use.

• Include in the contract with merchants/agents clauses to allow termination of 
contract if merchants/agents participate in any activity that would harm the 
Visa brand.

• Include in the contract with merchants/agents clauses to allow a member, Visa 
Europe, or its designees, to conduct an onsite review for compliance purposes.

Monitoring agents 
and merchants

Have adequate controls to monitor agent and merchant activity to ensure compliance 
with Visa Europe requirements and prevent harm to the payment system.

Merchant 
termination

• Participate in the Visa Merchant Alert Service (VMAS) (unless prohibited by 
domestic legislation) and ensure that all merchants terminated ‘for cause’ are 
listed on VMAS

• Request information about a merchant through VMAS prior to signing a 
merchant agreement

Education • Provide merchants and agents with the necessary education and training.

• Ensure merchants and agents are aware of the member’s policies and 
guidelines and remain in compliance.
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Guidance on negative marketing models

Recent experience has demonstrated that some 
merchants will seek to de-fraud cardholders 
through misleading or inaccurate claims of 
performance, or through terms and conditions 
which are purposefully designed to mislead 
the cardholder into paying more than they had 
originally intended. To protect Visa Europe and its 
members against such merchants, acquirers should 
not allow the payment system to be used;

• In any manner, that may have the effect of 
confusing, misleading, or defrauding cardholders, 
through deceptive marketing practices, including 
but not limited to: 
– Negative option transactions
– Processing transactions without the explicit 

consent of the cardholder
– Making indirect or direct false claims about a 

product or service
– Failing to disclose material information about 

a product or service
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With the rapid increase in card-absent transactions, Visa Europe and its 
acquiring members are presented with new threats and exposures to 
regulatory, financial, reputational, brand, and litigation risk. Specific challenges 
include brand-damaging transactions involving deceptive marketing, illegal 
internet gambling, child sexual exploitation, bestiality, violent rape, illicit 
pharmaceutical sales, and the abuse of intellectual property rights.

This section introduces the Visa Global Brand Protection Programme (GBPP) by 
highlighting programme benefits, identifying the GBPP major components, 
and explaining in detail how the programme works.

Section 2

Visa Global Brand Protection 
Programme overview
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Introduction
The Visa Global Brand Protection Programme (GBPP) 
has been created to ensure that acquirers that do 
business with high brand-risk merchants maintain 
proper control over their operations. Its primary goal 
is to reduce fraud and disputes, protect the Visa 
brand, and ensure the integrity of the Visa Europe 
payment system by preventing merchants from:

• Handling transactions that are illegal or are 
connected to illegal activity.

• Engaging in deceptive marketing, misleading 
advertising or scams.

• Processing transactions that may adversely affect 
the goodwill associated with the Visa Europe 
payment system.

Programme focus
Although the GBPP currently targets e-commerce 
and other card-absent transactions, it is important 
to note that the programme’s compliance rules, 
regulations, and policy apply to all Visa Europe 
transactions, unless otherwise stated.

Key benefits
The GBPP provides the following benefits:

• Sound acquirer risk controls. Visa Europe 
may initiate an assessment of acquirers, their 
merchants and agents on a risk-prioritized basis 
to ensure compliance with the GBPP and Visa 
Europe Operating Regulations. Benchmarking 
current practices against the Visa Europe 
requirements in this guide will help acquirers 
remain in compliance.

• Prompt remedial action. Acquirers are 
encouraged to implement immediate remedial 
action to reduce brand risk to their institutions 
and to Visa Europe.

• Risk reduction. The GBPP helps acquirers 
understand the unique challenges and possible 
exposures that can occur when doing business 
with card-absent merchants, especially those in 
high brand-risk MCCs. This, in turn, reduces the 
potential risk of:
– Significant Visa Europe risk programme 

penalties for excessive chargebacks and fraud.
– Brand and reputational damage.
– Financial losses due to inadequate reserves or 

chargeback and credit risk exposure.
– Restrictions on future portfolio acquisitions.

What is the Visa Global Brand  
Protection Programme?
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What is ‘high brand-risk’?
Effective 1 June 2011, a merchant required to use one 
of the following MCCs, as amended from time to 
time, is considered high brand-risk:

• 5962, “Direct Marketing-Travel-Related 
Arrangement Services”

• 5966, “Direct Marketing-Outbound Telemarketing 
Merchants”

• 5967, “Direct Marketing-Inbound Telemarketing 
Merchants”

• 7995, “Betting, including Lottery Tickets, Casino 
Gaming Chips, Off-Track Betting, and Wagers at 
Race Tracks”

• 5912, “Drug Stores, Pharmacies”

• 5122, “Drugs, Drug Proprietaries, Druggist 
Sundries”

Visa Europe may change the definition of a high 
brand-risk merchant to include additional merchant 
categories. See the Visa Europe Merchant Data 
Standards Manual for detailed descriptions of direct 
marketing merchants.

Core components
The Visa Europe GBPP has three major components:

• Registration – Acquirers whose portfolio as of  
1 June 2011 did not contain any card-absent, high 
brand-risk merchants are defined as “new” under 
the GBPP. These acquirers must register with Visa 
Europe before contracting with any merchant 
classified under the high brand-risk Merchant 
Category Codes (MCCs).

• Risk prioritisation for existing high brand-risk 
acquirers – Acquirers that have a high proportion 
of their e-commerce portfolio within high brand-
risk MCCs, or those that have been identified 
within a Visa Europe compliance programme 
may have additional requirements or restrictions 
placed upon them to ensure the continued 
security of the Visa Europe payment system.

• Performance monitoring and management 
Acquirers whose high brand-risk merchants 
exceed Visa Europe risk management thresholds 
will be expected to resolve performance issues 
quickly and effectively. Any continuous or 
excessive issues identified by Visa Europe 
may result in additional controls or restrictions 
imposed on the acquirer, in order to protect the 
Visa Europe payment system, and the reputation 
of Visa Europe and its members.

Visa Global Brand Protection 
Programme
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The risk situation today
Some card-absent merchants offer seemingly 
attractive business propositions; however, these 
merchants generally have a business model with 
a higher propensity for risk. Merchants in certain 
high brand-risk Merchant Category Codes (MCCs) 
such as internet gambling, adult entertainment sites, 
or online telemarketers without proper controls 
could expose an acquirer to compliance violations, 
financial risk, and reputational damage.

Use of agents
Acquirers that process card-absent, high brand-risk 
transactions must also comply with the following 
requirements:

• Use of Internet Payment Service Provider (IPSP) 
– An acquirer must register each of its IPSPs with 
Visa Europe. The acquirer must receive written 
confirmation of approval and registration of the IPSP 
before entering any transactions into Interchange.

 Registration of third party agents, including 
IPSPs, is required under the Visa Europe Operating 
Regulations volume. 1, sections 1.14 (contact: 
agentcompliance@visa.com)

• Effective 1 June 2011, if a cardholder can access 
the website of a high brand-risk merchant or that 
of a high brand-risk sponsored merchant and is 
then linked to the website of a high brand-risk 
IPSP for payment the name of the high brand-risk 
IPSP must appear in the authorisation request and 
the clearing record in conjunction with the name 
of the high brand-risk sponsored merchant.

Example of merchant descriptor
IPSP*Sponsored Merchant
PSP*Merchant

Reporting
• Suspect violation reporting – acquirers should 

provide Visa Europe with a ‘suspect violation 
report’ if the acquirer discovers any merchant 
or agent violations. Visa Europe may waive 
or suspend penalties to accommodate unique 
or extenuating circumstances, if the violations 
are identified and rectified before Visa Europe 
has notified affected acquirers. Acquirers are 
encouraged to engage in proactive monitoring of 
their agents/merchant activity and to incentivise 
them to lock in their commitment to ensure 
compliance and prevent undue harm from 
occurring to the payment system.

• Provision of requested information – If Visa 
Europe, its designees, or any regulatory agency 
requests information about any high brand-risk 
merchant or agent, the acquirer must provide the 
information in writing as soon as possible, but no 
later than seven business days from receipt of a 
request. An acquirer can receive a request for any 
type of information, including:
– Organisational structure
– Employee information
– Sales-related data
– Financial information
– Security information

Requirements for high brand-risk acquirers
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Consistent with the legal and regulatory 
requirements applicable to an acquirer, an acquirer 
must, upon request from Visa Europe must provide 
Visa Europe with complete and current list of all high 
brand-risk merchants acquired (including URLs and 
any other information requested by Visa Europe) in a 
format agreed by both parties.

Electronic Commerce Transaction  
Receipt Data

Effective 1 June 2011, in addition to the requirements 
specified in Electronic Commerce Transaction 
Receipts (Exhibit 7K), a transaction receipt 
completed by a merchant considered to be high 
brand-risk must include:

• For the merchant name most recognisable to the 
cardholder, such as:
– Merchant “doing business as” name (DBA)
– Merchant universal resource locator (URL)
– Merchant name used in the clearing record

• A customer service contact, including telephone 
number. If a merchant delivers goods or services 
internationally, both local and internationally 
accessible telephone numbers must be included. 

Website
Effective 1 June 2011, a website operated by a 
merchant, sponsored merchant, Internet Payment 
Service Provider (IPSP), high brand-risk merchant, 
high brand-risk sponsored merchant, or high brand-
risk IPSP must contain:

• Visa brand mark in full colour to indicate Visa 
card acceptance, as specified in the Visa Product 
Brand Standards

• Complete description of the goods or services offered

• Return/refund policy 

• Customer service contact, including electronic 
mail address or telephone number

• Address of the merchant’s permanent 
establishment, including the merchant outlet 
country either: 
– On the same screen view as the checkout screen 

used to present the final transaction amount 
– Within the sequence of web pages the cardholder 

accesses during the checkout process

• Transaction currency (e.g., GBP, Euro, Swiss Franc)

• Export restrictions (if known)

• Delivery policy

• Disclosure of the merchant outlet country at the time 
of presenting payment options to the cardholder

• Consumer data privacy policy

• Security capabilities and policy for transmission of 
payment card details

• Legal restrictions 
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Merchant disclosure
Further requirement details:

Effective 1 June2011, an acquirer must ensure that 
its merchant, sponsored merchant, high brand-risk 
merchant or high brand-risk sponsored merchant, 
have clearly disclosed throughout the order process 
all of the following: 

• Terms and conditions of a promotion, if restricted

• The length of the trial period, if offered, including 
clear disclosure that the cardholder will be charged 
unless the cardholder expressly rejects the charge 

• Clear steps to be taken by the cardholder to cancel 
the transaction prior to the end of the trial period

Data quality compliance
To enable valid GBPP identifications, an acquirer must:

• Ensure merchant names and merchant data are 
identified in accordance with the Visa Europe 
Merchant Data Standards Manual.

• Provide complete and accurate authorisation and 
settlement data.

If Visa Europe determines that an acquirer or 
its merchant changed, modified, or altered the 
merchant name or merchant data in any way to 
circumvent the GBPP, Visa Europe may assess fees 
and/or require the acquirer to implement corporate 
risk reduction measures as outlined in the Visa 
Europe Operating Regulations.

Requirements for merchant lists
A high brand-risk acquirer must, upon request, 
provide Visa Europe with a comprehensive list of 
all high brand-risk merchants. This list must be 
updated monthly to include any additions, changes 
or terminations. The data requested may include, but 
not be limited to:

• Merchant business name/Legal name

• Merchant Identifier (MID)

• MCC

• Website URL

• Merchant DBA/Trade name

• Unique merchant billing descriptor for each URL 
from which transactions will be initiated

• Merchant address

• Merchant phone number

• Ultimate Beneficiary Owner (UBO)
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As of 1 June 2011, all acquirers who wish to 
begin acquiring any card-absent, high brand-risk 
merchants must register as part of the Visa Europe 
GBPP before they can do business with any high 
brand-risk merchants.

New merchant registration
Acquirers who are new to processing high brand-risk 
transactions, incremental to their existing acquiring 
business, or members who are new to acquiring and 
wish to acquire high brand-risk transactions must 
register with Visa Europe and;

• Complete the Visa Europe new high brand-
risk acquirer registration form that includes an 
attestation of completion of due diligence.

• Not process any high brand-risk transactions until 
written confirmation has been received from Visa 
Europe that the acquirer has been registered and 
approved by Visa Europe.

• Undergo an assessment to ensure compliance 
with the Visa Europe Operating Regulations.

• An assessment may take the form of an onsite 
audit, and will be undertaken at the expense of 
the acquirer.

Registration requirements for new  
high-brand risk acquirers

New merchant examples 
A
To date, Bank A has acquired 50,000 internet 
merchants, but so far has not done business with 
any card-absent merchants classified as a high 
brand-risk MCC (i.e. 5962, 5966, 5967, 7995, 
5912, 5122). Bank A is currently in the process of 
negotiating a contract with an internet gambling 
merchant (MCC 7995).

B
A member is approached by a third party 
who wishes to process online pharmaceutical 
merchants through the member (along with other 
types of merchant). The member has previously 
only acted as an issuer, and so applies to Visa 
Europe for a domestic acquiring license.

In both cases, these acquirers would be 
considered “New” under the GBPP, as more 
stringent controls are needed to manage 
merchants whose business models have higher 
propensity for regulatory, financial, reputational, 
brand and litigation risk.
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GBPP approval
Once Visa Europe has assessed the GBPP 
registration information and has determined that 
the acquirer has satisfactorily met the required criteria, 
a registration approval letter will be sent directly to 
the acquirer. The approval may contain conditions to 
which the acquirer will need to adhere.

Registration requirement  
non-compliance
An acquirer, new to processing card-absent, high 
brand-risk transactions, who fails to comply with 
registration requirements may be assessed a fine 
of ¤50,000. Continued non-compliance may 
result in prohibition against signing high brand-risk 
merchants, or any e-commerce merchants.

Modifications to high brand-risk 
registration information
An acquirer must immediately notify Visa Europe of 
any changes to the information on any Visa Europe 
new high brand-risk acquirer registration form by 
submitting a revised form that indicates the change.
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Programme criteria
Effective 1 June 2011, existing high brand-risk 
acquirers (that is, not new) will be adopted into the 
programme and do not need to re-register.

To ensure that the focus remains on acquiring 
institutions that are introducing the greatest 
financial and brand risk exposure, an acquirer 
may be required to provide additional evidence 
of its ongoing ability to manage high brand-risk 
merchants effectively if it meets or exceeds the 
following quarterly thresholds: 

• A minimum of 10,000 International transactions 
taking place in a card-absent environment, and

• ¤1 million worth of International transactions 
taking place in a card-absent environment, and

• 10% sales ratio of International transactions 
classified as high brand-risk transactions taking 
place in a card-absent environment (the ratio is 
calculated as a percentage of sales processed on 
the high brand-risk categories of the acquirer’s 
international card-absent sales. The calculation is 
based on transaction date).

OR

• One or more merchants identified by Visa Europe 
as violating the requirements as specified by the 
Visa Global Brand Protection Programme. (Note: 
This applies apply to all transactions, not just 
card-absent transactions).

OR

• One or more of its high brand-risk merchants 
has been identified under a Visa Europe 
Compliance Program.

OR

• One or more of its merchants has been identified 
undertaking high brand-risk activity which has had 
an incorrect MCC coding applied by the acquirer or 
their processing agent.

Reporting requirements
Acquirers who fall under any of these categories 
may be required to report monthly to Visa Europe, 
detailing all of their current merchants processing 
e-commerce transactions, together with associated 
URLs and any other data as required. The 
requirement for all e-commerce merchants (rather 
than merely high brand-risk merchants) is to reduce 
the possibility of unknown risks being introduced 
into the payment system through incorrectly 
described merchants (wrong MCC). Visa Europe 
will report any identified instances of incorrect MCC 
allocation to the acquirer for resolution.

Assessment process
Under the GBPP, Visa Europe may undertake an 
assessment of an acquirer to ensure their operations 
adhere to Visa Europe Operating Regulations. 

Visa Europe has the right to initiate an on-site review, 
at the acquirer’s expense, to ensure adequacy of the 
risk controls implemented by acquirer.

Requirements for existing  
high brand-risk acquirers 
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Notification
Acquirers must monitor the performance and 
compliance with Visa Europe Operating Regulations 
of all their merchants. As high brand-risk merchants 
may have a higher propensity to introduce financial 
or reputational harm to the payment, particular 
focus should be taken by acquirers of these 
merchant sectors.

Remediation
Acquirers who identify merchants who have 
engaged in illegal and/or brand damaging activities, 
or who have exceeded Visa Europe risk management 
programme thresholds should take prompt and 
rigorous action to investigate and immediately 
address the matter to ensure that no future 
instances of the prohibited and/or brand damaging 
transactions are allowed, or that performance issues 
are addressed. 

The acquirer is also required to submit a detailed 
action plan for resolution to Visa Europe.

Acquirer action plan
The acquirer’s action plan should address the specific 
circumstances that led to violation and include 
supporting documentation and analysis. The plan 
should also contain proposed actions and specific 
timeframes. Recommended actions can include, but 
are not limited to the following:

• Modification to current acquiring strategy,  
if applicable

• Change of staffing levels (e.g., new hires, 
secondment of staff from other areas)

• Modification to current acquisition procedures,  
if applicable

• Changes to current policies (e.g., policies 
for following up suspect activity, merchant 
underwriting policies)

• Refresher training for agents, merchants

• Enhancements to current tools to aid with violation 
detection and deterrence, if applicable

• Modification to exception monitoring reports

The acquirer’s plan must be signed and dated by an 
authorised officer of the acquirer’s institution.

Guidance for members not complying with  
high brand-risk requirements
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Non-compliance
An acquirer that fails to comply with the 
requirements specified in Visa Europe Operating 
Regulations may be assessed fees consistent with 
the relevant programme or general schedule of fees 
(as detailed in the Visa Europe Operating Regulations). 
They may also be required to stop contracting with 
high brand-risk merchants, high brand-risk IPSPs or 
high brand-risk sponsored merchants and/or will 
be required to implement corporate risk reduction 
measures as specified in Visa Europe Operating 
Regulations. These measures may include, but are 
not limited to the following:

• Prohibiting or limiting any of these actions:
– Issuing new or reissued cards
– Signing or re-signing merchants
– Using any third party for payment related 

services relating to Visa products or services

• Blocking the authorisation of cardholder transactions 
or prohibiting acquirers from obtaining authorisation 
for transactions on behalf of certain merchants.

• Terminating some or all merchant agreements 
with its merchants who:
– Conduct transactions where the cardholder is 

not present or where goods or services are to 
be delivered after the transaction date.

– Receive a volume of chargebacks that 
substantially exceeds the system average.

• Pledging collateral to secure an acquiring 
member’s or third-party agent’s obligations and 
reimbursement to Visa Europe for any expenses 
incurred ensuring compliance.

• Requiring a member to change one or more of its 
designated agents.
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Acquirers must have adequate risk policies, 
experience and tools in place to protect themselves 
and the rest of the payment system from risk. This is 
particularly necessary when the types of merchant 
activities (high brand-risk) have a higher propensity 
to risk than other merchant sectors. Experience has 
shown that acquirers to contract with high brand-
risk merchants without better than average controls 
run the risk of penalties, chargebacks, fraud and 
reputational damage.

The Global Brand Protection Programme outlines 
the minimum expectations of Visa Europe on 
all acquirers who wish to acquire high brand-
risk merchants. Although not designed to be 
comprehensive, the programme (and this guide) will 
give acquirers the key tools to protect themselves 
from harm, and so enable them to make the most of 
the opportunities that continue to grow, as well as 
protecting the Visa Europe payment environment, 
for the good of all stakeholders.

For more information
Please contact your local relationship manager, or 
email visaueropecompliance@visa.com

Summary
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Appendix 1: Visa Europe new high-brand risk  
acquirer registration form

Instructions: This form should be completed by all acquirers new to acquiring high-brand risk merchant(s). In order for Visa to decide whether to 
grant or reject the application, all fields must be completed. This form and any applicable documentation must be completed in English (or an English 
translation must be provided.) This form must be completed by a Visa member and must not be given to a merchant, or any Third-Party Agent. Visa 
will maintain a record of all applications received. Visa reserves the right to reject any application at its discretion.

All information must be legibly printed or typed.

Please provide a copy of your merchant underwriting strategy/risk manual, highlighting at a minimum the areas listed 
below. Please attach and reference all supporting template or example documents to the respective sections (e.g. 2(a), 
2(b), 2(c)) to substantiate areas that your bank would review as part of your merchant underwriting strategy.

1. Acquirer information

2. Acquirer underwriting strategy/business plan information

Reference (for Visa Europe internal use):

Acquirer name: Country:

Contact name: Contact telephone number:

Contact email address:

BID (Business ID): BIN:

Areas of review Reference to merchant underwriting strategy/risk manual

2(a) Business information:
- Business structure and validation of all licenses 

and registrations
- A copy of your merchant application as 

supporting document, bank statements for all 
prior activity with Acquirers and reason for 
termination

- Information about other businesses in which the 
principal(s) participate

- Business address
- Financial strength: Merchant’s bankruptcy history 

and that of its principals and references from 
other merchants that can provide confirmation of 
financial stability (history of payments)
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Areas of review Reference to merchant underwriting strategy/risk manual

2(b) Operations (Sales and Marketing):
- Business model of the products and services
- Marketing tactics
- Processing history, approved volume and average 

ticket: Sales Volume, Chargebacks and Credits
- Other payment cards accepted
- Any affiliate partners

2(c) Operations (Customer service):
- Transparency of business disclosures including 

the terms and conditions
- Returns/refunds/exchanges policy
- Timeliness of credits
- Customer service support channel(s)

2(d) Merchant location(s):
- Physical location of business and principals and 

where business was previously established, if 
applicable

- Length of time business established
- A copy of business registration for each country 

in which it is registered and where it conducts 
business

2(e) Business’ principal(s):
- Name, address, identification number (social 

security/personal ID or similar number), 
telephone number(s)

- Percentage of the business belonging to each 
principal and percentage of time each work for 
the business

2(f) Ultimate Beneficiary Owners (UBOs):
- Name, address, identification number (social 

security/personal ID or similar number), 
telephone number(s)

2(g) Other information:
Have there been consumer scams and complaints 
reported against the merchant or its URL?

2(h) Any other information:
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I have:

Upon granting of privileges to acquirer high brand-risk merchants, <name of member> will ensure fulfillment of the 
Global Brand Protection Requirements:

I acknowledge that non-compliance to the Visa Global Brand Protection Programme may result in the application of 
Corporate Risk Reduction Measures, as defined in the Visa Europe Operating Regulations.

Information is submitted by:

Please complete this form and submit this form with all available documentation to: visaeuropecompliance@visa.com

3. Acknowledgement

Completed Visa New High Brand-Risk Acquirer Registration Form 

Completed Attachment A: Global Brand Protection Requirements Checklist

Attached supporting documents as requested by the Visa New High Brand-Risk Acquirer Registration Form

Criteria Requirements Description manual

Due diligence 
and risk controls 
requirements

Compliance to Visa Europe Operating Regulations

Member should provide in its contract with its merchants/agents that it may 
terminate contract if merchants/agent participate in any activity which is illegal, or 
that would harm the Visa brand

To allow Visa Europe to conduct onsite review of acquirers with Agent relationships 
for compliance purposes1

Third-Party Agent 
requirement

Ensure that all merchant agents have registered with Visa Europe as part of the Visa 
Europe agent registration programme

Technical/System 
requirements

Ensure that all service providers that you intend to use are registered with Visa Europe

Ensure that Payment Service Providers (PSPs) processing high brand-risk transactions 
identify each sponsored merchant separately in the Merchant Name field in the 
Authorisation and Clearing Record (e.g.,IPSP/PSP name* sponsored merchant name)

Participate in Visa Merchant Alert System (VMAS), where available., and permitted 
under local applicable law.

Name of Senior Officer: Contact email:

Title of Senior Officer: Telephone:

Senior Officer Signature:

1. Any supporting evidence must be presented within five working days upon request
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Appendix 2: Global brand protection  
requirements checklist

When submitting your application to qualify for the Global Brand Protection Programme, please ensure that you have fulfilled the following 
programme requirements. All supporting documentation is to be maintained by the acquirer and submitted to Visa upon request.

4. Know/monitor your merchants/agents

5. Ensure merchant and agents do not harm Visa brand

We have adequate due diligence controls (including operating policies and procedures) on all card-absent 
merchant/agent checks prior to signup that comply with Visa Europe Operating Regulations.

We have implemented Visa Merchant Alert System (VMAS), if applicable and permitted under local 
applicable law. If not applicable, please do not tick.

IPSP has been registered as HR IPSP under Agent Registration Programme. If not applicable, please do not tick.

All Merchant Agents have been registered with Visa Europe.

We must have adequate controls (In-house monitoring or vendors who provides sophisticated merchant 
monitoring solutions) to monitor our agent(s)/merchant activity to ensure compliance with Visa rules and 
prevent undue harm from occurring to the payment system. 
- If using vendor please provide name of company and contact details:

The high-risk PSP name must appear in conjunction with the sponsored merchant’s name. This field must 
contain (i) the name of the IPSP (ii) followed by an asterisk (*) in position 4, 8, or 13 and (iii) the sponsored 
merchant name (e.g., IPSP/PSP name*Sponsored Merchant name). I certify that the IPSP/sponsored merchant 
“doing business as” name remains consistent for all Transactions. If not applicable, please do not tick.

Merchant/agent agreements have met Visa Europe minimum requirements for disclosure and clearly define 
both member and merchant obligations. 

We have provided in our contract with our merchant that we may terminate the contract if merchant/agent 
participates in any activity that is illegal or that would harm Visa brand.

We allow Visa Europe to perform onsite review(s) of our relationship with our agent relationships (also 
known as third-party agent reviews) at Visa’s discretion, provided one week’s notice is given to us.

We have policies to address minimum standards established by Visa Europe to mitigate risk to the  
payment system.
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6. Required documents for submission

Acquirer Underwriting Strategy/Business Plan Information – See Section 2.

Merchant Application Form 

All documentation described in this section must be submitted with this form. 
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This document serves as notification to Visa Europe that the undersigned Member agrees to comply with 
the conditions and criteria detailed in this document, to protect Visa Europe, its Members and the payment 
system from financial and reputational damage.

The purpose of the programme is to provide greater protection to the Visa Europe system and brand, as 
well as that of its Members and their merchants. It will achieve this through improved transparency into the 
value chain of acquirers, aggregators, merchants and other related entities. It will also enable acquirers to 
demonstrate the due diligence they undertake to secure the integrity of the Visa Europe payment system.

• The Visa Europe Member agrees to implement identification procedures to identify all e-commerce 
merchants that accept (directly or through a third party) payments via Visa products.2

• The Visa Europe Member agrees to implement a robust mechanism for identification and monitoring of 
illegal or prohibited activities, from pre-acquisition through to persistent monitoring of existing and new 
e-commerce merchants, to include (but not be limited to);3

– Child abuse imagery.
– Bestiality, rape and/or non-consensual mutilation.
– Online gambling (unless correctly flagged within the authorisation and clearing message).
– Online pharmaceutical sales (unless they meet all regulations for sale and are correctly flagged within 

the authorization and clearing message)
– Online tobacco sales (unless they meet all regulations for sale)
– Intellectual property (counterfeit goods/services, sale of goods/services without proper authorisation 

from the intellectual property owner or their authorised agent)

• The Visa Europe Member will report any and all identified content violations to Visa Europe through a 
portal or mechanism agreed by Visa Europe. 

Appendix 3: High brand risk monitoring programme - 
participation agreement

Member name: Business ID (BID):

Business address:

Member officer name: Member officer title:

Telephone: Email:

2. All third party agents must be registered with Visa Europe, through the Agent Registration Programme (for more detail refer to the Visa Europe Member Letter 55/10  and the Visa Europe Operating 
Regulations (November 2010), vol. 1, section 1.14).

3. Although the programme relates to defined high risk issues, it does not preclude acquiring Members’ responsibilities to prohibit all other illegal and prohibited goods or services.
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• The Visa Europe Member will provide a resolution description and confirmation through that portal within 
3 working days (for identifications of child abuse imagery, bestiality, rape/violence or mutilation) and 30 
calendar days (for other content) of receiving that report. ‘Resolution’ would be demonstrated by either 
merchant termination, or confirmation that the merchant was not operating outside of Visa Europe’s rules.4  
In exceptional circumstances, Members may appeal to Visa Europe to avoid termination of the merchant, 
if it can be demonstrated (to the satisfaction of Visa Europe) that the identification was outside the control 
of the merchant (or the Member’s third party agent) and that the merchant’s (or the Member’s third party 
agent’s) risk management will ensure no further identifications. 

In consideration for the Visa Europe Member’s active and continued participation, and at its sole discretion, Visa 
Europe may not seek to assess penalties for non-compliance with the Visa Europe Operating Regulations associated 
with these activities, provided the Member demonstrates that the following steps have been achieved:

• non-compliance has been identified and addressed to the satisfaction of Visa Europe prior to Visa Europe’s 
notification to the Member 

• or, if the Member can demonstrate that the merchant had been included in the Member’s (or vendor’s 
if using a third party solution provider) programme and was being actively monitored and no violation 
identified at the time of the notification, 

• and the Member can demonstrate that all reasonable steps to protect the Visa Europe brand were being taken.

Please note that in the event that Visa Europe detects a violation at a merchant that has not been identified 
by the Member (either directly or through its vendor) under this programme, there is no expressed or implicit 
representation by Visa Europe that a Member’s liability under the Visa Europe Operating Regulations shall be 
waived or limited.

Declaration
On behalf of the Visa Europe Member detailed above, I agree to the conditions laid out in this document 
(including appendices) for participation in the E-commerce Merchant Monitoring Programme. I further agree to 
advise Visa Europe in writing if circumstances change to limit or preclude the Member’s continued participation.

4. Visa Europe reserves the right to require an audit of a Member’s monitoring process if deemed necessary to demonstrate its adequacy. For Visa Europe’s audit rights refer to the Visa Europe 
Operating Regulations (November 2010), vol. 1, section 1.5.

Member officer signature:

Member officer name:

Date and location:
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Criteria for participating in the high brand-risk monitoring programme
1. At merchant scquisition: 

• Initiating a due diligence effort that meets or exceeds 
Visa Europe Operating Regulations’ requirements.

• Identifying the World Wide Web (‘web’) presence 
of all new merchants at boarding by investigating, 
capturing and storing URL, IP address, Who-is 
information, and any other relevant and pertinent 
information and data. 

• Scanning each new merchant against V-MAS and / 
or other commercially available historical merchant 
performance and history databases.

2. For current merchants:  

• Develop and implement a plan to identify the current 
web presence of all merchants in the Member’s 
database. The plan must be provided within 30 days 
of execution of this letter agreement.

• This effort must include, but not be limited to, the 
identification of all known URLs and billing descriptors 
associated with the Member’s merchants.

• The identification plan should prioritize all 
merchants who process more than 5per cent of 
their transactions in Card-absent mode.  

3. Persistent monitoring:  

• Confirm that the content, location, and linking data 
on every website associated with the Member’s 
merchants is reviewed for violations of Visa Europe 
rules no less than once every 30 days.

• Confirm that the Member’s merchant websites meet 
all Visa Europe requirements for billing descriptor, 
privacy policy, and terms & conditions disclosure. 

4. Merchant violation analysis:

• The Member must diligently investigate and 
confirm resolution of every reported or potential 
merchant content infraction within 3 days (for 
identifications of child abuse imagery, bestiality, 
rape/violence or mutilation) and 30 days (for 
other content) of receiving that report.  

• The Member’s case resolution of all violations 
and / or potential violations must be included in a 
vendor-provided portal that is accessible to  
Visa Europe.

• Each case resolution must include:
– The URL of the identified violation
– The merchant name
– The merchant ID (acquirer issued5)
– All known merchant descriptors
– The Member’s actions to close the case
– The name of the Member’s employee who 

closed the case
– The date and time the case was closed

5. Merchant violation listing:

• The Member must list confirmed merchant  
violations in the V-MAS system, if applicable and 
in compliance with local laws.

5. If the Merchant ID or billing descriptor is not acquirer issued, the Member may be required to disclose its policy with respect to the creation and allocation of such IDs and descriptors.
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